
 

Mario has been captured by Bowser and is being held in another castle. But as usual, the princess is hiding somewhere, so Mario
needs to rescue her. This time he must collect all of the Stars that are spread out over 8 worlds to save Peach- only then will she
return to the Mushroom Kingdom with him. Mario's time once again is being cut short this year due to his evil adversary King
Koopa's latest scheme of using a magic wand stolen from a powerful wizard called Zebetor. This wand has the magical power to
control time and has turned the Mushroom Kingdom upside-down. The King now has control over Mario and his friends as he
wreaks havoc through the kingdom. The story begins as Mario is awaiting an important meeting with fellow Mushroom
Kingdom citizens, but as usual, Bowser is taking a long time to send a message that he will be delayed. Bowser finally arrives
with news that Mario's arch-enemy Peach has been kidnapped! Bowser then sends a message to Luigi via a magic mirror that he
will take care of everything until they see each other again soon. With this event happening, it seems as though things may have
gotten out of hand at Princess Peach's castle. Mario immediately rushes to headquarters where he learns that Bowser's
henchmen have already taken Peach prisoner. Mario makes his way to the Castle Grounds, but finds out that Bowser has already
set up a trap all throughout the land! As usual, Peach is captured by Bowser's henchmen and locked inside a cage. With this new
development, Mario knows he must save her once again. The game then shifts back into 2D mode as Mario runs through various
areas of the kingdom to save his girl. Once again, Mario runs into enemies that are waiting for him. Mario must be able to avoid
these enemies while also collecting power-ups to help him on his way through the levels of the game. With the power-ups,
Mario can go up walls, stick to them or go higher off the ground. Some are even equipped with the power to shoot fireballs at
enemies. Mario's quest leads him to many areas including King Bowser's Castle (the game's final area). Mario must fight his
way through various enemies, climb ladders and make his way to the top of the castle while collecting stars along his way. Once
Mario has made it past all of these challenges, he must make his way over to Zebetor's Tower. This is where he will find Peach
(and Bowser) along with all of the missing time that was once controlled by King Koopa. Once Mario has found all of the stars,
he must travel back to Princess Peach's castle where he can then save her from being kidnapped once again. The final scene
shows Princess Peach flying away from Bowser's Castle with Mario and the two begin their journey back home together.

The game takes place after the events of "Super Mario 64" and before those of "Mario Kart 64". The whereabouts of Princess
Peach remains a mystery; at one point in the game, she is spotted at King Koopa's Castle. Also, if the player goes to any stage
that does not require them to rescue Peach (including Whomp's Fortress and Rainbow Ride), Nintendo makes an announcement
saying that they cannot be completed yet because they must rescue her.
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